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A) What are the units of ~~? [2 points] 

Name: J\ e j 
Midterm 1 Quiz (61 points) 

Time Limit1

: 1 Hour. 

You must show all of your work! 


1. Bo and Samuel own Neverland Water Park, a highly sucessful theme park with aquatic rideH. 
To better understand how well their businesH is doing, they hire JesHe to do some market 
research. Jesse determines that the number of people, N (in hundreds), who come to the park on 
a given day is a continuous function of the temperature, T (in OF) that day. Below is some of t;he 
date Jesse gathered. [13 points] 
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B) Estimate ~~ when T = 70, T = 75, and T = 90. [3 points1 
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C) Using your answer from A), how many people do you expect will come to the park on a day 
where the temperature is 77°F? [3 points] We e )('P e c f 
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D) Using your answer from A), estimate ~i£ when T 70.[2 points] 
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E) Is N an invertible function of T? Justify your answer. [3 points] 
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IThis is how long I think you should spend on this to 	be 'on pace' to finish a full midterm in 90 llIinuteb, 
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2. True or False (eircle2 TRUE if the statement is ALWAYS TRUE and circle FALSE 

otherwise). 10 )oints; 1 point each] .,(0.1 ,., ")/ 

TRUE ALS If J(x:) is a cubic polynomial, then J(x)~18.s 3 roots. 

TRUE :AL For any A and B greater than 0, log(A .. B) = log(A) + lO!J(B). 

TRUE FALSE The function g(y) = tan(y) is monotone. (0" - 7Vt <j <. ll/l ) 


@
TRUE E Every invertible function is monotone. ((1) 0 .....,1 OA e ==t>;n ~ er "lIe) 

E A E If a(2) 2 and a(lO) = ~6, then a has a root between 2 and 10.(T,ve }J a.. , ~ d,) 
TRU FALSE If p(q) is differentiable for q 7, then p(q) is continuous at q = 7. 

U ~ The sum of two odd functions is an odd function. f(~:(hj(-.t) ~ -h.t),. -j(.d" - (f,)("t) 

E ~ If l'(j) is concave down, then l"(j) < O. [C.l4l~~e Cij)1 /" "fftj1-)t) 
~ FALSE 3ex C:;:l be obt~ined from by a horizontal shift. • t 0).E.E. '( D -I-Q dec, 0/\ l (jd~ i,~~ 

TRUE ~. E:;b Y 1,,"r) ~ Tr,ck ' sLJ'ft 1 1.. (3)E = 1 (/rvt It we, 

3. Fun with graphs! [13 points] L..!ruM r)j~ ~ / l 'j 

A) On the axes below, sketch the graph of a function J(:1'.: ), that satisfies ALL of the following 

propert.ies. Be sure to label your axes. [7 points] 

J(.1;) is continuous everywhere except x = 5 

J(x) is increasing and concave down all (~oo,O) 


J(O) = 2 

J"(x) > 0 on (0.5) 

J(x) has a vertical asymptote at x = 5 

lim J(.1;) = 2 
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l'(x) < 0 for x > 5 
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B) Using the graph of g(x) below, compute the following limits. Write DNE if a limit does not 
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exist. [6 points: 1 point each] 
lim g(;r) =+00 (01 DNE)
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2For thb just circle the corred answer. But for your own benefit, be able to justify your answers fuliy. For 
statementH t.hat are false, can you change the statement slightly to make it tme? 
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4. The Detroit Tigers are hosting the New York Yankees in a baseball game Tuesday~ night. in 

Comerica Park. The game will start at Spm. Let. N(h) be the number of fans, in thousands, in 

Comerica Park h hours before the start of t.he game. Assume N(h) is invertible. [13 points] 

A) Interpret N(3) = 5. [2 pt]
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C) Interpret N-l(lO) = L [2 pts] 
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D) In addition to t.he fans corning to the stadium, there will be 5,219 players, coacheH, Hecurity 
officers, and media writers are also in t.he st.adium. In terms of N, write a function P(m) which 
gives the number of total number of people in the stadium m minutes after noon on Sunday. [4 

pts] ~ j we a..((! _ ()'1 /V);l\vfes t1; III'/' no') we 'lre .. g- (,~ hOl.n 

before sfo(/ r~f"") 5';,,(( f wa)' tv/.,I ttl (n,1 Ilh.J~J~) nee) tv 
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E) SUPPoHe P'(411) 253, where P is as in part D. Interpret this ill practical t.ermH. l2 ptH] 

1111\11_ lef,re 51P1;t ~ I:OJrlt!. 

3Yesterday? Two dayo ago? I wrote this question on l\londay. 
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5.) A circular dartboard of c1iameter 20 inches is on a wall, with the bull's-eye (center) exact,]y 5 1;0" 

feet above the floor. Lucy the Ladybug and an Albert the Ant are sitting at the very top of th 
dartboard having a fascinating conversation about pf'$ticide . Suddenly, Paul the Person decides 
to spin the dartboard (clockwise) at a rate'of 10 roationH per minuteH (RPM's). [12 poiuts] 
A) How fast is the dartboard spinning, in radians per second? How long, in seconds, is one period 
of rotation? [2 points] 
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B) Because ladybugs have suction-like grip on their feet, Lucy does not falloff the dartboard. 
InHtead she spins around with the edge of the dartboard, going in circles. Find a formula for L(t) 
which gives Luey's height, in inches, off the ground t seconds after Paul starts spinning the 

dartboard. [4 ~tsl fYl() X:': {; 0 i.., ..,.. J0 i" ::. 70;-1 ~+("I+ @ tor 
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C) Paul is exactly rtf;s;0tall. When iH the first time after Paul Hpins the dartboard that Lucy will 
be exactly even witl?t:he top of Paul's head? [3 point::;] ~ 
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D) Plot L(t) on the axeH below. [3 points] 
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I30NUS) Albert also ha..<; very good grip in his feeL However, inst.ead of sitting in one pl,1,('(' and 
riding the edge of the dartboard, Albert fitarts walking toward the bull's-eye at a rate of 1 inch 
per second. Once he gets to the center, he sits there. Find a formula for A(t) which gives Albert's 
height, in inches, off the ground t seconds after Paul starts spinning the dartboard. Dra.w it 

sketch of the graph of A(t). [4 points] 'A<~" -
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